In the current operating environment, Naval Aviation is required to perform more missions with less aircraft. The decks of the carrier once dominated by a vast array of combat aircraft now contain smaller numbers of multi-mission aircraft; moreover, the decrease in the strike fighter community’s readiness correlates directly to the increase of missions for the F/A-18 since 1992. The strike fighter community, operating the F/A-18 C/E/F, must maintain a balance of missions across a full spectrum to meet future challenges. The difficulty lies in achieving balance across missions historically dedicated to specialized platforms. Over the last twenty years, the strike fighter-training program gravitated towards more air-to-ground operations, which reflected the combat environment of the post-Cold War. The current training and readiness matrix reflects the importance of air-to-ground missions yet also maintains the critical air-to-air skill sets. The effectiveness of the training is dependent on the prioritization of air-to-ground missions, a direct reflection of the culture in the strike fighter community. Air-to-air centrism characterizes the overarching mindset of the strike fighter community. Two key programs exemplify the focus on air-to-air: TOPGUN and the Strike Fighter Weapons and Tactics program (SFWT). The programs create a culture where greater emphasis is placed upon air-to-air which contradicts the critical mission tasks and overall delineation of the training and readiness matrix. A TOPGUN syllabus more closely reflecting the multi-role capability of the F/A-18 will ensure that the “graduate level” program reflects the full spectrum of operations and ultimately will balance the underlying culture of the strike fighter community. A revision to the SFWT syllabus with robust air-to-ground flights will more accurately reflect the operating environment and better prepare aircrew for current and future conflicts. Additionally, minor revisions incorporating joint close air support (CAS), maritime air strike (MAS), unmanned aerial systems (UAS) integration, and robust surface to air counter tactics (SACT) into training will better
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prepare strike fighter aircrew for the future battlefields. To stay relevant, effective, and lethal in future conflicts the strike fighter community must ensure air-to-ground missions are given the same priority as air-to-air missions. The near term and midterm operating environments demonstrates the majority of the missions will fall under the domain of air-to-ground, necessitating a greater emphasis on the attack portion of missions and driving the strike fighter community’s collective mindset more towards the “A” of the “F/A-18”.
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Executive Summary

Title: Carrier Aviation and Hybrid Conflict: The Future of the Strike Fighter
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Thesis: The strike fighter community must fully embrace air to ground missions to ensure the multi-role strike fighter is prepared for the wars of today and the full spectrum conflicts of the future.

Discussion: In the current operating environment, Naval Aviation is required to perform more missions with less aircraft. The decks of the carrier once dominated by a vast array of combat aircraft now contain smaller numbers of multi-mission aircraft; moreover, the decrease in the strike fighter community’s readiness correlates directly to the increase of missions for the F/A-18 since 1992. The strike fighter community, operating the F/A-18 C/E/F, must maintain a balance of missions across a full spectrum to meet future challenges. The difficulty lies in achieving balance across missions historically dedicated to specialized platforms. Over the last twenty years, the strike fighter-training program gravitated towards more air-to-ground operations, which reflected the combat environment of the post-Cold War. The current training and readiness matrix reflects the importance of air-to-ground missions yet also maintains the critical air-to-air skill sets. The effectiveness of the training is dependent on the prioritization of air-to-ground missions, a direct reflection of the culture in the strike fighter community. Air-to-air centrism characterizes the overarching mindset of the strike fighter community. Two key programs exemplify the focus on air-to-air: TOPGUN and the Strike Fighter Weapons and Tactics program (SFWT). The programs create a culture where greater emphasis is placed upon air-to-air which contradicts the critical mission tasks and overall delineation of the training and readiness matrix. A TOPGUN syllabus more closely reflecting the multi-role capability of the F/A-18 will ensure that the “graduate level” program reflects the full spectrum of operations and ultimately will balance the underlying culture of the strike fighter community. A revision to the SFWT syllabus with robust air-to-ground flights will more accurately reflect the operating environment and better prepare aircrew for current and future conflicts. Additionally, minor revisions incorporating joint close air support (CAS), maritime air strike (MAS), unmanned aerial systems (UAS) integration, and robust surface to air counter tactics (SACT) into training will better prepare strike fighter aircrew for the future battlefields.

Conclusion: To stay relevant, effective, and lethal in future conflicts the strike fighter community must ensure air-to-ground missions are given the same priority as air-to-air missions. The near term and midterm operating environments demonstrates the majority of the missions will fall under the domain of air-to-ground, necessitating a greater emphasis on the attack portion of missions and driving the strike fighter community’s collective mindset more towards the “A” of the “F/A-18”.
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Preface

During my second deployment in OEF, my pilot and I supported two subsequent firefights in a whirlwind of a flight. We expended all our ordnance, saved the Brits, and potentially eliminated a code-named terrorist. The following day we poured over our tapes but soon comments from “senior” aviators beckoned: “flights over,” “stop watching your tapes,” etc. Ready room antics are part of Naval Aviation, however, this was not jesting but rather a mindset. Why is it in our culture that we can pick apart an air-to-air flight in training for hours but not apply the same level of commitment to air-to-ground flights even during combat operations? To answer this question, I decided to research the training and culture of the strike fighter community to determine the mission prioritization between air-to-air and air-to-ground and its implications for future conflicts.

I would like to thank my wife, Jen, for her patience as I pounded away at my laptop during our first “shore tour.” She also along with Chuck Smetana and Robert Kanach, provided critical edits for acronyms and aviation jargon. From the military side, CDR “Kato” DelaCruz and LCDR “Special K” Quinn offered invaluable feedback even if they disagreed with me at times. I would also like to thank the staffs at CSFWP, NSAWC, TOPGUN, and MAWTS-1 (especially MAJ “Peepers” Bowmer) for their cooperation. Additionally, I could have not completed this thesis without the instructions and syllabi provided by LCDR “Lick” Kihm from SFWSPAC. Finally, I was fortunate to have two mentors who trudged through numerous drafts and helped keep me on track. Colonel Ray Damm, USMC (retired) and Dr. Paul Gelpi offered their time, expertise, and advice that was critical in the completion of my thesis.
### Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAW</td>
<td>Anti Air Warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td>Air Combat Maneuvers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTI</td>
<td>Air Combat Tactics Instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AESA</td>
<td>Advanced Electronically Scanned Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>Broad Area Maritime Surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFM</td>
<td>Basic Fighter Maneuvers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>Close Air Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBM</td>
<td>Capabilities Based Matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSAR</td>
<td>Combat Search and Rescue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCA</td>
<td>Defensive Counter Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC-A</td>
<td>Forward Air Controller Airborne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDRC</td>
<td>Inter Deployment Readiness Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADS</td>
<td>Integrated Air Defense System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IW</td>
<td>Irregular Warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO</td>
<td>Government Accountability Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSF</td>
<td>Joint Strike Fighter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTAC</td>
<td>Joint Terminal Air Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFS</td>
<td>Large Force Strike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGB</td>
<td>Laser Guided Bomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>Maritime Air Strike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDTC</td>
<td>Marine Division Tactics Course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTA</td>
<td>Naval Tactical Task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTSIR</td>
<td>Non-Traditional Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCA</td>
<td>Offensive Counter Air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OEF</td>
<td>Operation ENDURING FREEDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIF</td>
<td>Operation IRAQI FREEDOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM</td>
<td>Precision Guided Munitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE</td>
<td>Rules of Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SACT</td>
<td>Surface to Air Counter Tactics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>Surface to Air Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAR</td>
<td>Synthetic Aperture Radar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAD</td>
<td>Suppress Enemy Air Defenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFARP</td>
<td>Strike Fighter Advanced Readiness Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFTI</td>
<td>Strike Fighter Tactics Instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFWT</td>
<td>Strike Fighter Weapons and Tactics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Strike Warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&amp;R</td>
<td>Training and Readiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TST</td>
<td>Time Sensitive Targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAS</td>
<td>Unmanned Aerial System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCAS-D</td>
<td>Unmanned Combat Air System Carrier Demonstration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULT</td>
<td>Unit Level Training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The very essence of U.S. carrier aviation today has become deep and sustained attack from the sea—as the principal player when nearby land bases are not available, as was the case in Enduring Freedom, and as a still-needed and much-welcomed equal contributor to joint and combined operations when adjacent shore bases are accessible, as was the case in Iraqi Freedom.  


**Introduction**

The changing security environment of the past ten years transformed the Department of Defense, specifically the aviation communities. The military's focus on Irregular Warfare (IW) and increased reliance on Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) led to major cutbacks in aviation programs. In July 2009, the Senate cut spending for the F-22, a plane that had not seen a day of combat in Iraq or Afghanistan. In January 2011, the Pentagon postponed the procurement of 124 Joint Strike Fighters (JSF) with cuts totaling $6.9 billion dollars over five years. Uncertainty with the JSF, discussions on aircraft carrier reductions, and potential fighter gap demonstrates Naval Aviation also has its share of challenges.

In the current environment, Naval Aviation is required to do more missions with less aircraft. The decks of the carrier once dominated by a vast array of specialized aircraft now contain smaller numbers of multi-mission aircraft. The strike fighter community, operating the F/A-18 C/E/F, must maintain a balance of missions across the full spectrum of conflict. The difficulty lies in maintaining an effective multi-mission platform. The decrease in the strike fighter community’s readiness since 1992 directly correlates to the increase of missions for the F/A-18. The multi-mission capabilities of the F/A-18 create the “Swiss army knife of Naval Aviation” but at the same time also the proverbial “jack of all trades, master of none.” The strike fighter community requires change to ensure the multi-role strike fighter is prepared for the wars of today and the full
spectrum conflicts of the future.

The change required is not a drastic one with specialization of squadrons or major revisions in training but a shift in mindset. Recently, Secretary of Defense Robert Gates declared a need "to shed the nostalgia that can too often consume the institutional culture of any large, successful organization." The strike fighter community nostalgically defines a F/A-18 aviator as a "Fighter Pilot." The first commanding officer of Naval Strike Warfare Center, established to "focus on aviation tactical training effectiveness," stated, "We need to establish a strike/fighter mindset with attack and fighter attitudes." Unfortunately, the fighter mindset and attitudes continue to dominate the strike fighter community. The near (0-5 years) to midterm (6-15 years) environments require the strike fighter community to fully embrace the defining role of the F/A-18, strike from the sea. The change in mindset is not only crucial for the strike fighter community's combat operations with the F/A-18 but also for the introduction of JSF into conflicts.

A breakdown of past conflicts, the current environment, future trouble areas, and the emergence of hybrid warfare demonstrate the F/A-18's primary role as air-to-ground. The critical mission of the strike fighter community is attack from the sea including all facets of precision strike from Time Sensitive Targets (TST) to Close Air Support (CAS) to Maritime Air Strike (MAS) to Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD). An examination of the training syllabi both in Unit Level Training (ULT) and the Inter Deployment Readiness Cycle (IDRC) illustrates an increasing importance in the air-to-ground mission post-Cold War. Although the training curriculum progressed more towards air-to-ground employment, the culture of the strike fighter community remained focused on air-to-air training in contrast to historically assigned combat missions and
near term to midterm threats. In order to be truly effective in future conflicts, the commitment to air-to-ground missions must be on par with the devotion given to air-to-air employment.

The air-to-air role will continue to be a crucial aspect for self-protection and power projection of carriers. The rise of peer competitors, proliferation of Russian and Chinese fighters, and advancements in air-to-air missiles demonstrates the importance of maintaining a substantial fighter syllabus. Additionally, air supremacy is a precursor to successful strike campaigns. The purpose of this paper is not to discount the importance of air-to-air training, or suggest a change to the training and readiness matrix (T&R) or IDRC, but rather examine the mission prioritization of the strike fighter community and suggest revisions on how to be more effective. Furthermore, the scope of the paper limits the discussion to F/A-18 squadrons that deploy with Carrier Strike Groups based in the United States. This excludes Unit Deployment Program Squadrons based in Japan.

The Post-Cold War Strike Fighter

An examination of the strike fighter's involvement in combat operations post-Cold War demonstrates a preponderance of air-to-ground missions. In Operation DESERT STORM, the epitome of conventional war, the F/A-18 led the bulk of Naval strike missions with 4,551 strikes, which accounted for the majority of the 29,000 general-purpose bombs dropped. Operation DELIBERATE FORCE logged the F/A-18 an additional 182 strike missions over Bosnia-Herzegovina. Operation DESERT FOX added another eighty-eight strike missions for the F/A-18. The following year two F/A-18 squadrons and additional carrier-based squadrons flew 1700 strike missions and dropped 800 tons of ordnance during Operation ALLIED FORCE in Kosovo.
same squadrons dropped an additional 300 tons of ordnance in Iraq during Operation SOUTHERN WATCH. Air-to-Air missions were important throughout the above-mentioned conflicts ensuring air supremacy but aerial combat was limited.

At the start of the Gulf War, the Iraqi Air Force consisted of over 700 fighter aircraft as part of the sixth largest air force in the world. Coalition forces shot down forty-one Iraqi aircraft throughout the war with two shoot-downs attributed to Naval Aviation. On 17 January 1991, a section of F/A-18s from the USS Saratoga shot down two MiG-21s, the first and only air-to-air kills for the F/A-18. The subsequent two decades did not result in any air-to-air combat for either the F/A-18 or Naval Aviation writ large.

The Post 9/11 Strike Fighter

The Long War is approaching ten years of continuous conflict for Naval Aviation. Launched from the USS Carl Vinson and Enterprise, F/A-18s delivered the opening strikes of Operations ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF). The weeks following 9/11 cemented the carrier’s capability to project power vast distances inland. As RAND corporation noted in a study of OEF:

Carrier-based Navy and Marine Corps strike fighters operating from stations in the North Arabian Sea substituted almost entirely for Air Force land-based fighter and attack aircraft because of an absence of suitable operating locations close enough to the war zone to make the large-scale use of the latter practicable.

The opening salvos of OEF marked just the beginning of Naval Aviation’s ongoing support of the Long War. The strike fighter community led the way with over 80,000 combat missions in support of Iraq and Afghanistan during which the F/A-18 delivered 24,000 precision-guided munitions. The critical contribution of carrier-based
aviation remains evident today even with Air Force and Marine squadrons land based in Afghanistan. A single carrier on station in the Arabian Gulf provides 46% of fixed wing sorties in support of OEF with no likely pause in site. With a continuous carrier presence in the Arabian Gulf/Indian Ocean for the “foreseeable future” and combat troops in Afghanistan until 2014; Naval Aviation will continue to support OEF in the near term.

Future Conflicts and the Strike Fighter

Although it is difficult to predict future twenty-first century conflicts with accuracy, it is possible to assess potential areas of conflict or instability from which to assess the potential operating environment for naval strike aviation. An arc encompassing almost two thirds of the globe’s nations encompasses a considerable amount of the world’s problems. The area termed the “Arc of Instability” in military circles emphasizes the importance of the Navy and Marine Corps role in the Twenty-First Century. As General James Conway, former USMC commandant stated, “There’s a lot of blue on that map of the arc of instability.” The “Arc of Instability” builds upon Thomas Barnett’s work of depicting major military operations post 1990. Barnett’s New Pentagon Map illustrated that major military operations (excluding humanitarian assistance) were confined to this region (or arc). The Strategic Vision Group of the United States Marine Corps, which analyzes future security environments, identified forty-five potential insurgencies within the arc and similarly in projecting future operations for the next fifteen years almost all fall within the arc.

The nature of conflict changed post 9/11. Naval Operating Concept 2010 warns, “state and non-state adversaries are likely to employ a hybrid of conventional and
irregular methods to counter the United States’ advantage in conventional military operations.”24 From the conventional standpoint, the role of anti-air combat in the next fifteen years will be extremely limited as Secretary Gates points out “nations may be unwilling to challenge the United States fighter to fighter.”25 A quick look at the proliferation of 4th generation fighters within the arc of instability demonstrates why. Within the arc roughly a quarter of the nations (29 countries) have 4th generation fighters. A single carrier has more 4th generation fighters than twenty-two of these twenty-nine countries. Out of those remaining seven countries the only with non-American fighters are Iran in the Middle East with forty MiG 29s (they also have 20 F-14As) and Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan in Central Asia (84 and 75, 4th generation fighters respectively). Egypt, Israel, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey all possess solely 4th generation American fighters; thus, American maintenance logistical support and associated expertise. For reference, North Korea, arguably the sole “threat nation” that lies outside of the arc of instability, maintains a modest forty MiG-29s.26 Russia, India, and China continue to build advanced fighter aircraft as evident by the J-20 and T-50. The 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review assesses the likelihood of conventional conflict with these three nations as slim.27 Furthermore, in the long-term (16+ years) as the fleet of 5th generation aircraft proliferates in Russia, India, and China, future air battles with UAS integration may very well be unrecognizable to the tactics and procedures currently employed. As Secretary Gates puts it, “air supremacy in this century, however, will almost certainly mean different things, and require different systems, personnel policies, and thinking than was the case for most of the Cold War.”28

The emergence of hybrid warfare and technological advances allow small enemy
forces to have a disproportionate military strength compared to the size of the force. An example of hybrid conflict is the Second Lebanon War, where Hezbollah, a non-state actor, launched two C-802 anti-ship cruise missiles and three armed Unmanned Aerial Systems against Israel in 2006. Nation states also increased unconventional capabilities to counter conventional strength. Iran conducted exercises with small boat swarm tactics in the Persian Gulf designed to entrap and destroy United States naval ships. Similarly, South Korea’s Defense Ministry recently stated "threats from North Korea's asymmetric warfare capabilities such as special forces, artillery pieces and weapons of mass destruction have been on a steady rise since 2008." The rise of area denial and anti-access weapons further complicates the battle space. These weapons threaten air assets just the same as naval forces with advanced integrated air defense systems (IADS) and surface to air missiles (SAM) increasingly proliferated to smaller threat nations and non-state actors.

The proliferation of advanced SAMs increases the capability of threat nation states and non-state actors. The dominance of U.S. fighters, comparative inexpensive cost of missiles, and ability of advanced SAMs to threaten U.S. fighters led many threat countries to pursue the acquisition of advanced, “double digit” and “triple digit” SAMs. In Aviation Week, a senior government official stated, “The beginning of proliferation of double-digit SAMs is more of a concern than the potential air threats [such as Russia's Sukhoi Su-35 and China's Chengdu J-10] that are coming into service.” Recent reports of Iran attempting to acquire the formidable SA-20 and Syria gaining the SA-22 exemplify the threat. Since the development of modern air defense systems, SAMs and Anti Aircraft Artillery (AAA) caused significantly more U.S. fighters losses than enemy
aircraft. In the Vietnam War, 70% of Navy’s fixed wing losses came from surface fires while only 2% from enemy aircraft. During Operation DESERT STORM, the Navy lost two aircraft to radar guided SAMs and two aircraft to AAA (1 unknown cause). The Coalition’s sole air-to-air loss was a Navy F/A-18 shot down by a MiG-25. Enemy air defenses accounted for 31 coalition aircraft or 97% of the losses. SAMs were also the major threat to U.S. aircraft in Bosnia and Kosovo. The trend of SAM proliferation will continue in future combat operations with enemy air defenses as the biggest threat to U.S. fighters.

As the nature of the enemy changes, the conduct of United States military operations will also change. Distributed operations will become the norm on the battlefield as evident in OEF and OIF. For example, a recent study by Massachusetts Institute of Technology states that one of the most important trends for Naval Aviation is “the evolution toward distributed air-ground operations ashore.” The study highlights the need for air assets to support distributed ground operations claiming a “major if not dominant mission” is “to detect and destroy” small concentrations of troops. The strike fighter community will play a dominant role in future conflicts by providing this crucial support to lightly armed, mobile forces of the Army, Marines, and Special Forces.

The strike fighter’s support of dispersed ground troops will continue to increase reliance on close air support (CAS). In Operation Desert Storm, CAS accounted for only 6% of the missions. However, during the major combat operations of OIF, CAS accounted for over 75% of the Naval Aviation’s involvement in the conflict. Furthermore, CAS accounted for the vast majority of strike missions during phase IV operations in both OIF and OEF. As the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
found in their 2003 report, CAS was extremely critical in Afghanistan due to light ground forces relying solely on air for fire support.\textsuperscript{40} 

Carrier aviation will inevitably be at the forefront in future conflicts due to the lack of access to suitable military airfields across the world. This will increase the demand for carriers in future wars. There are few regions of the world that carrier-based aviation cannot strike with the sustained and operational reach of the F/A-18 coming in at 450 and 900 nautical miles respectively.\textsuperscript{41} As Rear Admiral Terry Kraft, commander Carrier Strike Group Twelve, states, “current and future operations require aircraft to be there, on station, and responsive to asymmetric threats while being ready to attack moving ground targets. Ground forces, particularly troops in contact, need flexible, multi-role air power to respond immediately.”\textsuperscript{42} Strike, CAS, and Non-Traditional Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance (NTISR) missions will continue to be the dominant missions of the strike fighter community in the near term. 

**Current Strike Fighter Training**

The training program for the F/A-18 reflects the multi-role capability of the aircraft with flights dedicated to both air-to-air and air-to-ground missions. In the 1990s, strike fighter training took a “pronounced swing toward ground-attack operations, with a predominant stress on day and night precision strike” in response to deficiencies in Operation DESERT STORM and retirement of the A-6.\textsuperscript{43} In 1998, Strike Warfare (STW) accounted for 36% of all flight hours while 44% were Anti Air Warfare (AAW). The allocations of STW flight hours increased to 41% in 2000 with 39% going towards AAW.\textsuperscript{44} The trend continued throughout the first decade of the Twenty-First Century. The sortie based readiness matrix from 2004 demonstrates an increasing importance on
STW with thirty STW sorties required for 100% readiness compared to twenty AAW within the ninety day periodicity.\textsuperscript{45} Additionally, the number of CAS flights and laser guided bomb (LGB) flights increased in 2005, which added events that reflected ongoing combat operations.\textsuperscript{46}

In 2009, Naval Aviation began transitioning towards a capabilities based readiness matrix (CBM) for training and readiness. The CBM “provides guidelines for preparing aircrew to perform the tasks required to support Joint and Combatant Commanders.”\textsuperscript{47} The CBM outlines a skill set that correlates to the capabilities “deemed critical for the mission accomplishment of a given squadron” or Naval Tactical Tasks (NTA).\textsuperscript{48} The new CBM matrix highlights the importance of air-to-ground missions. The NTAs are almost identical for all variants of the F/A-18 with fifteen of sixteen being the same. A third of the fifteen NTAs are administrative type tasks (Move units, flight operations, launch aircraft, recover aircraft, and conduct in flight refueling). Out of the remaining ten tasks two are air-to-air essential tasks, Offensive Counter Air (OCA) and Defensive Counter Air (DCA). The remaining eight NTAs are air-to-ground specific. These eight critical capabilities are to perform tactical reconnaissance, perform area reconnaissance, attack surface targets, attack enemy land targets, suppress enemy air defenses (SEAD), interdict enemy operations and forces, conduct fire support (CAS), and perform combat search and rescue (CSAR). The F/A-18C adds an additional NTA of mine operations, while the F/A-18F includes organizing fire support assets or Forward Air Controllers Airborne (FAC A).\textsuperscript{49}

The IDRC also focused more effort in the air-to-ground domain and on specific skill sets that are required more frequently in combat operations. An example is the
Strike Fighter Advanced Readiness Program (SFARP), the pinnacle of ULT for a deploying squadron. SFARP added a CAS, Special Operating Forces integration, and precision guided bomb flights to the syllabus over the past ten years. Strafing flights increased as well with four events dedicated to air-to-ground bullet attacks in 2010 compared to zero ten years earlier. Air Wing Fallon, the portion of the IDRC where the air wing’s collective training is put to the test through combined large force exercises, also increased the air-to-ground training throughout its four week syllabus with specific emphasis on skills required in the current operating environments.

Overall, the current training trends align with the Defense Science Board Task Force 2002’s recommendation that strike fighter training gear more towards air-to-ground than air-to-air. The effectiveness of the training hinges on the amount of effort attributed to the air-to-ground missions, which is a direct reflection of the culture in the strike fighter community.

The Current Strike Fighter Culture

The largest factor hindering the strike fighter community’s effectiveness in the near term to midterm conflicts is mission prioritization, which largely favors air-to-air employment. The focus on air-to-air employment stemmed from Naval Aviation’s air-to-air kill ratio during the early stages of the air war over Vietnam. The ratio diminished from a ten to one ratio, the historical average from past wars, to a two to one ratio versus Vietnamese MiGs. During a halt in the air war, the Navy created TOPGUN, the “graduate school for dogfighting.” Once the air war continued, “the post-Top Gun Navy kill ratio closed at twelve to one.” Since the Vietnam War, the Navy continuously trained to the basic fighter maneuvers (BFM) mission, which is “the first
time in American history that war-level dogfight practice has been maintained steadily after hostilities have ceased."\textsuperscript{56}

The development of TOPGUN illustrated the conflicts between air-to-air and air-to-ground prioritization. The initial syllabus for TOPGUN was a four week course with three weeks of air-to-air and one week of "air-to-mud, a bombing segment", which many of the instructors opposed.\textsuperscript{57} Even the sole air-to-ground instructor, John Nash, was "upset that he wasn’t teaching ACM at the school." (Air Combat Maneuvers, also known as BFM) Mr. Nash explained the instructors teaching ACM were not better than him but he was the only one who could teach the air-to-ground syllabus.\textsuperscript{58}

Through the 1980’s, the F-14 Tomcat dominated Naval Aviation’s culture. The attack communities, A-7 and A-6, roles were important but “the fighter guys were at the very tip of the pyramid.”\textsuperscript{59} The blockbuster hit of \textit{Top Gun} solidified this culture, and the actual TOPGUN “evolved into a whole curriculum of air combat courses.”\textsuperscript{60} Even the introduction of the F/A-18 multi-role aircraft did little to change the culture as evident in military photographer George Hall’s comment on the designation of the new aircraft:

> In the rarified fighter world the dual-role Hornet is never referred to by its official F/A-18 designation, and fighter jocks suppress involuntary shudders at the mere thought of rearranging the earth’s surface by the undignified dropping of explosive ordnance.\textsuperscript{61}

At the start of the Operation DESERT STORM, Naval Aviation with limited capabilities to operate in the littoral area found itself on the verge of irrelevance after decades preparing for an open ocean conflict.\textsuperscript{62} As a RAND noted, "Naval aviation performed admirably in Desert Storm only because of its inherent professionalism and adaptability, not because its doctrine and weapons complement were appropriate to the
situation." Significant shortfalls threatened to minimize the role of Naval Aviation in future littoral and land conflicts.

The lessons learned in the war drove Naval Aviation and the strike fighter community to change following Operation DESERT STORM. Again, RAND notes, "the Navy substantially upgraded its precision-strike capability by fielding new systems and adding improvements to existing platforms." One major change was the modification of the F-14 with a sophisticated targeting pod giving the fighter a substantial air-to-ground role. The conversion of the F-14 into a fighter attack platform multiplied the strike assets of the strike fighter community but it seemed to have little effect on the culture.

In 1998, New York Times published an article highlighting the overarching air-to-air culture titled "Status is ... for Navy Fighter Pilots; An Air-to-Air Kill." The article recapped the last air-to-air kill, during Operation DESERT STORM, by then-Lieutenant Commander Nicholas Mongillo, who states, "A fighter pilot needs an air-to-air kill. It's something every fighter pilot wants." The article quotes a F/A-18 aviator who flew twenty-eight combat missions and dropped ordnance on targets but was disappointed he did not have the "opportunity to engage anybody." As summed up by another pilot, "The biggest status symbol for us comes when you shoot down the enemy."65

In 1999, F/A-18s and F-14s played a significant role in the air campaign during Operation ALLIED FORCE. The subsequent reports, however, call into question whether the respective communities embraced the air-to-ground role. The After Action Report to Congress found that during Operation ALLIED FORCE, Navy pilots were not adequately prepared for the mission of "locating targets, while minimizing collateral
Furthermore, Naval Aircraft experienced high miss rates in the opening days of the Kosovo War. A contributing factor for the misses was that “U.S. Navy pilots hadn't been trained in using laser-guided weapons”, requiring instructors to be sent to the carrier.

The performance of the strike fighter community in the subsequent two wars, OEF and OIF, largely dispelled the criticism that Naval Aviation was unable to “project credible and sustained power.” As stated previously, increase in the strike fighter community with the addition of the F-14, acquisition of precision weapons, and more air-to-ground training led to successes on the battlefield representing “a quantum improvement over the Navy’s performance in Desert Storm, when only the A-6E had an autonomous precision-attack capability.” The success of the past ten years notwithstanding, the culture of the strike fighter community remained centered around air-to-air employment. For instance, during the beginning stages of OEF, strike fighter aircrew often focused on the air-to-air rules of engagement (ROE) over the air-to-ground ROE. The lack of emphasis on air-to-ground ROE resulted in degraded CAS and TST capabilities. The examination of two key programs will further illustrate this emphasis on air-to-air: the Strike Fighter Instructors Course (TOPGUN) and the Strike Fighter Weapons and Tactics Program (SFWT).

TOPGUN is widely regarded as one of, if not the most elite fighter training evolution in the world. TOPGUN is the coup de tat of the strike fighter community and only the aviators with the highest performance marks receive the invitation to attend the course. Throughout strike fighter squadrons, the TOPGUN manual is the bible, “TOPGUN recommends…” is the gospel, and Strike Fighter Instructors (SFTI) are the
disciples ensuring that “tactics information is disseminated to squadron personnel in a timely manner.” From tactical development, standardization, and evaluation, TOPGUN plays a major role in shaping the mission prioritization of the strike fighter community. Graduates of TOPGUN are designated SFTIs and slated to a variety of positions but the bulk are assigned to one of the Weapons Schools (Atlantic and Pacific) with a selective few remaining on staff at TOPGUN as instructors. These two billets correspond to SFWT Level V Instructors, current Weapons School SFTIs or TOPGUN SFTIs. After the initial tour, SFTIs return to an operational squadron as Training Officers managing the SFWT program and assessing squadron tactical proficiency.

The TOPGUN course, as stated previously, began as mix of air to air (75%) and air to ground flight (25%), however, throughout the 1980s transitioned solely to an air to air syllabus with over thirty ACM flights over a five week course. “Once the F/A-18 multirole fighter began arriving in the Navy’s air wings, however, the scope of training concern at TOPGUN was expanded to include ground-attack operations.” The recent discussion of a sequel to the 1986 film Top Gun even had Jerry Bruckheimer weighing in that “the aviation community has completely changed since we made the movie a long time ago.” Further speculation highlighted a common misconception: “the TOPGUN syllabus has been changed so the focus is far less on the spectacular and dramatic air-to-air dogfights that defined Top Gun and far more about teaching U.S. pilots to drop very large bombs on very small ground targets.” The actual syllabus at TOPGUN does not reflect this change as the majority of the syllabus focuses on air-to-air missions. The air-to-ground phase consists of six flights, which is the same amount of flights dedicated to the BFM phase. The number of scheduled flights is not an accurate indicator of
prioritization since a TOPGUN student must pass each flight to continue with the syllabus. The number of “reflys” is based on the student’s performance with three attempts being the average to complete a single event for the BFM phase. The BFM phase often then takes considerably more time and flights due to “reflys” than the air-to-ground phase.

Marine Corps aviators attending TOPGUN illustrate another example of the emphasis on air-to-air. In 2008, the new T&R matrix for the USMC F/A-18 eliminated the Air Combat Tactics Instructor (ACTI) syllabus. The loss of ACTI coupled with the loss of the Marine Division Tactics Course (MDTC) in 2004 decreased air-to-air proficiency across the community. The shift in mission prioritization proved disastrous for Marine Corps aviators attending TOPGUN resulting in a string of failures. In an effort to rebuild air-to-air proficiency the Marine Corps brought back the MDTC in June 2010.

The SFWT program began in 1995 to standardize tactics among squadrons and increase aircrew knowledge. The SFWT program consists of five tiered levels representing significant milestones in aircrew’s tactical and professional development. The completion of the SFWT Level III syllabus is the capstone event of the aviator’s first tour, designating the candidate capable of tactical employment of a section and normally corresponding with a section lead designation (ability to lead two aircraft into combat). The SFWT Level III syllabus requires the candidates to brief and lead ten simulators and eighteen flights coupled with academics. This syllabus requires the most effort, dedication, and time out of the aviator’s first operational tour. Once complete the "individual is capable of performing all core missions that pertain to section
A breakdown of the Level III flights (excluding the standardization evaluation flight) depicts more flights dedicated towards air-to-air, which comprises 65% of the syllabus with five BFM, four Intercept, and two Red Air flights. The flight syllabus virtually remained unchanged for eleven years until the addition of an Armed Recce/Urban CAS flight in late 2010, doubling the CAS flights in the syllabus. The two CAS/NTISR flights account for 12% of the syllabus but the vast majority of combat operations flown over the past ten years. The syllabus includes only one SACT flight (a simulator event is also dedicated to SACT). Surface fires are the single largest cause of Naval Aviation combat losses (over 75%) since the advent of modern SAMs. The sole SACT flight in the syllabus accounts for 5%, while the BFM portion accounts for 30% of the syllabus and encompasses less than 2% of historical combat losses.

A significant portion of the Level III syllabus is the BFM phase consisting of five flights. The emphasis on BFM in the SFWT is part of the culture of the strike fighter community. SFWT Level III candidates arguably spend more time preparing, briefing and debriefing BFM flights than any other flight in the syllabus (except the standardization evaluation flight). Similar to the TOPGUN course, BFM flights often require “reflys” because of unsatisfactory performance. A further example of BFM prioritization is the “snapshot drill,” where aircrew spend a significant amount of time and effort in the debrief determining if the “fleeting bullet shot” hit the opposing fighter. By itself this is the level of detail that makes Naval Aviation great, however, once compared to a debrief of an air-to-ground strafe, which is a far more likely scenario, the former debrief normally is more standardized and detailed. BFM flights also require a
SFWT Level V SFTI (or squadron SFTI if Level V unavailable) to instruct and debrief a flight, while that level of instruction is only advised for the other phases of the syllabus.91

Air-to-Air continues to dominate the strike fighter culture illustrated in part by the emphasis on "dogfighting." BFM is undoubtedly a necessary skill set, but the amount of effort put into the brief, flight(s), and debrief far outweighs the likelihood of a modern day dogfight. A rough analogy to ground forces would be the following scenario: Two ground combatants face off against each other at a considerable distance and begin to exchange shots with their long range rifles. A long-range shot with any weapon is inherently difficult so it is conceivable that the shots could miss. As the two combatants begin to close range and acquire each other visually, they break out their 9mm and continue shooting. The likelihood of this scenario decreases as the combatants perform "Matrix-like" defenses to defeat the 9mm bullets, then pull out their knives, and get into a wrestling match. The ground forces thus dedicate 25% of their training to wrestling. The above example is not to discount BFM as a critical part of the T&R matrix. BFM is a necessary skill set not only as a tactical contingency but also as a building block to teach aviators to push and understand performance levels of the aircraft. The effort, dedication, and time placed into the brief, flight, "reflys," and debrief exceeds any other portion of the respective syllabi. Arguably the most crucial portion of a junior officer's professional development revolves around air-to-air training reminiscent of the skies over Hanoi.

Recommendations for the Strike Fighter Community

The focus on air-to-air remains ingrained in the culture of the strike fighter community. Secretary Gates recently stated the Air Force's air-to-air combat community "so dominated the service leadership and organizational culture that other critical
missions and new capabilities have been subordinated and neglected.” A similar situation challenges the Navy. TOPGUN and the SFWT syllabi create a culture where greater emphasis placed on air-to-air directly contrasts the critical NTAs assigned and overall delineation of the T&R matrix. SFTIs ingrained with air-to-air during TOPGUN impart this air-to-air centric mindset to the operational fleet as training officers. The prioritization of air-to-air missions subsequently defines the amount of effort a Level III candidate places on the respective portions of the syllabus. A TOPGUN syllabus more closely reflecting the multi-role capability of the F/A-18 will ensure that the “graduate level” program reflects the full spectrum of operations and ultimately will balance the underlying culture of the strike fighter community. Additionally, a revision to the SFWT syllabus incorporating robust air-to-ground flights will more accurately reflect the operating environment and better prepare aircrew for current and future conflicts.

The increased emphasis on air-to-ground missions in the T&R matrix and IDRC undoubtedly helped aircrew prepare for combat missions but there is room for improvement. CAS gained attention after Operation Anaconda highlighted concerns over close air support in a joint environment culminating in a GAO report in 2003. The GAO report on CAS concluded all services had limited success in overcoming the barriers that prevent realistic training to support joint operations. The GAO found four lingering reasons for the deficiencies: limited joint training, unrealistic training, differing standards for joint terminal air controllers (JTAC), and low priority to the mission. The report spurred significant progress over the past seven years including standardization across the services, introduction of joint publications, and higher prioritization of CAS missions. Lack of joint integration, however, still hampers the effort. One example is the
continued reliance on voice communications for CAS missions in OEF. The joint community largely solved the interoperability issues across the services since the report highlighted the problems. 93 The F/A-18 is equipped with digital CAS, which aircrew train to use both Link-16 and variable message format. The ability to operate the system between like aircraft is rather straightforward, the difficulty arises when setting up and managing the system to operate with both joint aircraft and JTACs. Without the benefit of Joint CAS training, aircrew are often unable to use digital CAS during combat operations and thus regress to intensive voice communications.

Joint CAS training is by far the exception rather than the norm. The vast majority of CAS training outside of the IDRC is supported by F/A-18 FAC(A)s often simulating ground JTACs. Occasionally, Navy Special Warfare CAS Terminal Controller's Course or Marine Corps Forward Air Controllers support CAS missions. Interaction with Army Fire Observers and Air Force JTACS, however, is practically non-existent even with numerous opportunities for Joint CAS training. The Marine Corps recently turned to contract CAS provided by a private company to fill the void of military aircraft. 94 Joint CAS exercises such as Green Flag and Atlantic Strike provide realistic training incorporating JTACs, Fire Observers, UASs, and manned air assets from across the services. In 2009, a Commanding Officer of a strike fighter squadron commented in a press release that Green Flag was "the best pre-deployment training" and it was "just like a no-kidding deployment." 95

The CAS mission is not the only area for improvement. Maritime Air Strike (MAS) is also a neglected mission even though strikes against surface platforms have been more common than air-to-air combat over the past twenty years. From the
conventional standpoint both Operation DESERT STORM and OIF produced F/A-18 strikes against enemy naval targets. On the unconventional side, a F/A-18 executed a show of force over a “swarm” of suspected Iranian boats in 2006 and in February 2011, a F/A-18 strafed a pirate mothership in the Arabian Gulf. As the oceans become increasingly attested, the F/A-18 brings a critical capability to the Navy’s arsenal. TOPGUN acknowledged the importance of MAS dedicating an expert to tactics development in 2010. In March 2011 Secretary Gates stated “the most plausible high end scenarios for the U.S. military are primarily naval and air engagements” highlighting the importance of MAS for the strike fighter community.

In order to prepare for operations under the umbrella of SAM systems air-to-ground flights must include SACT at every possible opportunity during ULT. During air-to-air missions, aircrews routinely refine missile defense skills often dedicating entire flights to the defensive maneuvers as partial task trainers. From the air-to-ground perspective, strike fighter training rarely incorporates SACT outside of the IDRC even though modern SAMs and AAA account for the vast majority of combat losses.

Beyond missions, new capabilities continue to upgrade the strike fighter community requiring integration into air-to-ground training. Raytheon delivered the 250th Advanced Electronic Scanned Array (AESA) radar in March 2011. The AESA “revolutionized fighter combat capabilities” not only for host Super Hornet platforms (F/A-18 E/F) but also for the entire air wing team with Link 16 integration. AESA is also a game changer in the air-to-ground arena bringing increased lethality. AESA tracks moving targets on the land and sea and overlays the contacts on a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) map. The sea mode of the AESA remains an immature function of the radar but
future capabilities look promising. Additionally, SAR maps provide the ability to produce GPS quality coordinates in all weather conditions and from greater standoff systems distances. The AESA radar is a critical capability for future conflicts when weather prevents other acquisition methods. The F/A-18 with AESA is an organic all weather TST and CAS platform.

The integration of UASs is essential for future operations. UASs are a crucial part of the battlefield and the demand is increasing. The Air Force conducts forty-eight combat air patrols with Predators and Reapers with F-15Es already having the ability to receive live feeds from UASs. Current F/A-18 air-to-ground missions would greatly benefit from UAS feeds, adding improved situation awareness, collateral damage estimates, and hostile identification methods. UASs will also play a large role in the maritime environment with the introduction of Broad Area Maritime Surveillance (BAMS) UAS. The Navy Unmanned Combat Air System (UCAS-D) carrier demonstration also recently reached a milestone with the first flight of the X-47B. The X-47B flight “represents the beginning of unmanned tactical aircraft for the Navy.”

The UCAS-D opens carrier decks to unmanned aircraft and integration with strike fighters is crucial to not only current combat operations but also to the path for future tactics.

**Conclusion**

Strike fighter training largely reflects the multi-mission capability of the F/A-18. The T&R matrix and IDRC syllabi demonstrate the importance of both air-to-air and air-to-ground missions. The gradual shift in training towards air-to-ground missions reflects historical lessons, current conflicts, and potential future wars. The CBM (the new T&R
matrix) highlights the attack role of the F/A-18 with 80% of the combat related core missions being air-to-ground. The training also includes the critical air-to-air skills, which are necessary for future conflicts to maintain air superiority in the maritime and littoral environment. The current delineation between air-to-air and air-to-ground missions in the training program maintains balance allowing strike fighter aircrew to prepare across the full spectrum of conflict. The CBM of the F/A-18 and its associated reports provide a “snapshot” of a given F/A-18 squadron. The matrix balances the multi-mission capabilities of the F/A-18 and provides a framework to prepare for missions across the full-spectrum. The training and readiness matrix and IDRC syllabi does not capture the entire picture of the strike fighter community. Mission prioritization and the underlying culture of air-to-air detract from the effectiveness of the F/A-18.

The difference between the “what” and “how” of the training is where the strike fighter community places its priorities. Naval Aviation, understandably, does not want to repeat the lessons learned from the Vietnam War where a “peasant air force” often humiliated naval fighters. The creation of TOPGUN reversed the trend and instilled superiority in the air-to-air arena. Air-to-Air training must continue to be a staple in the strike fighter community but the effort given should be equal to that of the air-to-ground missions. The incorporation of air-to-ground flights that match the complexity of the air-to-air events of TOPGUN and SFWT will go a long way in changing the collective mindset of the strike fighter community. Furthermore, minor revisions incorporating joint CAS, MAS, UAS integration, and robust SACT into training will better prepare strike fighter aircrew for future battlefields.

Over the past 100 years, Naval Aviation was a mainstay of combat operations and
the future will continue to demonstrate the versatility of carrier-based aviation. The strike fighter community provides a vital capability due to its ability to launch from forward deployed carriers and project power vast distances to future hotspots within days if not hours of orders. Future missions will likely be a mixture of strikes from pre-planned LFS, TST, MAS, to CAS. Mobile target sets, concealed and camouflaged targets, and collateral damage concerns, will complicate the target environment requiring mastery and a firm grasp of air-to-ground skills. UASs will increasingly play a larger role and integration is necessary for future battlefields. The underlying threat to the strike fighter community will be advanced SAM systems, which are being proliferated to smaller threat nations and non-state actors. In order to stay relevant, effective, and lethal in future conflicts the strike fighter community must ensure a dedication to air-to-ground missions that equals air-to-air missions. The near term and midterm operating environments demonstrate the majority of missions will fall under the domain of air-to-ground, necessitating a greater emphasis on the attack portion of missions and driving the strike fighter community’s collective mindset more towards the “A” of the “F/A-18”.
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